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Abstract
Adapting acoustic models jointly to both speaker and environ-
ment has been shown to be effective. In many realistic sce-
narios, however, either the speaker or environment at test time
might be unknown, or there may be insufficient data to learn a
joint transform. Generating independent speaker and environ-
ment transforms improves the match of an acoustic model to
unseen combinations. Using i-vectors, we demonstrate that it is
possible to factorise speaker or environment information using
multi-condition training with neural networks. Specifically, we
extract bottleneck features from networks trained to classify ei-
ther speakers or environments. We perform experiments on the
Wall Street Journal corpus combined with environment noise
from the Diverse Environments Multichannel Acoustic Noise
Database. Using the factorised i-vectors we show improve-
ments in word error rates on perturbed versions of the eval92
and dev93 test sets, both when one factor is missing and when
the factors are seen but not in the desired combination.
Index Terms: speech recognition, adaptation, acoustic factori-
sation, i-vectors, deep neural networks
1. Introduction
Acoustic mismatch between training and test conditions may
significantly affect acoustic models for speech recognition.
Speaker adaptation has proven particularly effective [1, 2, 3, 4].
There are, however, other acoustic factors that affect the speech
signal in addition to speakers. Modelling these factors, such
as environments, may reduce acoustic mismatch and can yield
additional reductions in Word Error Rates (WERs) [1, 5, 6, 7].
Particularly, learning a single transform for a joint combination
of factors, such as a speaker and an environment combination,
can reduce WERs over speaker adaptation alone [1]. This, how-
ever, requires sufficient adaptation data for each combination of
factors. Further, it does not make efficient use of existing in-
formation, for example if a speaker is in an alternate combina-
tion of factors. When using transforms estimated in mismatched
conditions, performance typically degrades [5].
A number of studies have investigated methods to adapt
to each factor with separate transforms (e.g. [5, 6, 8, 9, 10]).
For example Swietojanski et al. [1] interpolated transforms ob-
tained independently using Learning Hidden Unit Contributions
(LHUC). Seltzer and Acero [6] cascaded speaker and environ-
ment transforms using Constrained Maximum Likelihood Lin-
ear Regression (CMLLR). If the adaptation transforms for each
factor are independent, then they can be combined in novel
combinations not seen in the data, and existing transforms may
be reused and recombined. Independence may occur implic-
itly when estimating the adaptation transforms if the nuisance
factor is evenly distributed within the data. This is, how-
ever, an assumption not always found in real data and explicit
approaches to obtaining independent transforms are often re-
quired. One explicit approach is making use of the observa-
tion that, if speaker and environment transformations are inde-
pendent, then their first derivatives should be zero, which has
been shown using constrained optimisation for cluster adaptive
training [9] and i-vectors [5]. Karanasou et al. [5] obtained
10% relative reductions in WER using factorised i-vectors com-
pared to normal speaker i-vectors on a perturbed set of Wall
Street Journal (WSJ) [11] utterances. A somewhat similar ap-
proach was taken by Seo et al. [10], to obtain independent
transforms by projecting adaptation transforms onto orthogo-
nal, factor-dependent subspaces, resulting in 7.5% reduction
in WER adapting to speakers using environment-independent
transforms on Aurora4 [12].
There is also work that aims to normalise speaker infor-
mation without explicitly referring to other factors. For ex-
ample, Samarakoon and Sim [13] proposed to learn an input-
dependent feature transformation using the i-vectors, by placing
the i-vector in a diagonal matrix and embedding this matrix in
a larger weight matrix. This may help normalise the speaker in-
formation and produced 3.5% relative WER reductions on top
of normal (bias-only) i-vector adaptation. A related approach
[14] models factors as additional inputs to the softmax layer of
a neural network acoustic model, where each input has its own
weight matrix dependent on a particular factor as input. Using a
noise factor estimated using frames from the current utterance,
roughly 10% relative improvements in WER were obtained us-
ing 20 adaptation utterances.
In this paper we investigate the use of neural networks to
factorise adaptation transforms. Specifically, we extract bot-
tleneck features from networks trained to classify speakers or
environments given speaker or environment i-vectors, respec-
tively (Section 2). The overall goal of the paper is similar to
that of i-vector factorisation [5]. A key difference is that we
experiment with factorising i-vectors after, rather than during,
extraction. This means that it is possible to apply the technique
to other feature representations as well. We show results on the
WSJ corpus perturbed using the Diverse Environments Multi-
channel Acoustic Noise Database (DEMAND) [15]. To avoid
implicit factorisation during i-vector extraction at test time, we
explicitly avoid balancing environments across speakers and
speakers across environments (Section 3). We first show that
environment information in the factorised speaker i-vectors is
significantly reduced, while maintaining speaker information,
and similarly with speaker information in environment i-vectors
(Section 4.1). We then show improvements when either speaker
or environment information is absent at test time (Section 4.2).
Finally, we experiment with the situation in which we reuse
speaker and environment transforms which has been estimated
in mismatched conditions and there is no adaptation data in the
given combination (Section 4.3). For this experiment, factoris-
ing the i-vectors seems particularly important.
2. Methods
i-vectors are fixed-dimensional representations, representing
the coordinates, λ, of a total variability subspace (or loading
matrix) M . In i-vector estimation we assume that the differ-
ence between the means of a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)
trained on all the data, µ0 and speaker-specific means, µs, is
the matrix-vector product of the total variability matrix and the
respective i-vector:
µs = µ0 +Mλ
s. (1)
For more details on i-vectors we refer to Saon et al. [4].
For adaptation, the i-vectors are concatenated with the
acoustic features, x. This produces bias adaptation of the first
hidden layer, h:
h = σ(Wx+ b+Aλ), (2)
where σ(·) denotes a nonlinearity,W and b are the correspond-
ing weight matrix and bias, and Aλ is the bias contribution
from the i-vector with weight matrix A. In the case where we
include both speaker and environment i-vectors there will be a
second i-vector dependent bias term.
To factorise the i-vectors we experiment with multi-
condition neural networks. The notion we test is that by learn-
ing to classify one factor, other nuisance factors are implicitly
normalised out in the hidden representations since they are not
relevant to the classification task. Specifically, we experiment
with feedforward networks with as inputs either speaker or en-
vironment i-vectors and as outputs the corresponding speaker or
environment classes, respectively. The extracted bottleneck fea-
tures, bn-iv, should then mostly embody information about a
particular speaker or a particular environment. These are con-
catenated with the acoustic features and used to train the neural
network acoustic model. At test time we factorise the normal
i-vectors, iv, by passing them through the existing networks.
A diagram of the approach showing the use of either normal
i-vectors or the bottleneck features is shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1: Diagram of the setup shown for speaker i-vectors. The
original i-vectors (iv) are either concatenated directly with the
acoustic features, x (right), or first passed through a network
that has been trained to classify speakers (left). The resulting
bottleneck features (bn-iv) are then used in place of the nor-
mal i-vectors in another acoustic model (middle).
3. Experimental setup
We performed experiments using the Wall Street Journal (WSJ)
corpus [11] containing 282 speakers. As noise sources we
used the Diverse Environments Multichannel Acoustic Noise
Database (DEMAND) [15]. DEMAND provides 18 recordings
of environments ranging from residential environments to of-
fices and transportation (Table 1). Each recording was made
with a 16 microphone array at 48kHz. To add noise to the sin-
gle channel speech we have arbitrarily selected channel 1 of the
array. We set the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) for each com-
bination to 0 so that the results are more easily interpretable.
Note that we do not include any clean examples in the perturbed
dataset, though some environments are more noisy than others.
Table 1: List of environments in DEMAND.
Category Environments
Domestic Kitchen, Living Room, Washing
Nature Field, Park, River
Office Hallway, Meeting, Office
Public Cafeteria, Restaurant, Station
Street Cafe, Public square, Traffic
Transportation Bus, Car, Metro
We randomly selected environments for each training utter-
ance. For test utterances we applied the environments to utter-
ances in an unbalanced manner. Otherwise we might learn im-
plicit orthogonality between the factors, since for each speaker
there would have been an even distribution of environments. In-
stead, we ensure a correlated set of environments per speaker,
s, by for each utterance, u, sampling an environment ku with
respect to a categorical distribution on a probability vector ps:
ku ∼ Cat(ps), (3)
where ps ∈ Rn and n is the number of environments. ps is
sampled from a symmetric Dirichlet distribution with concen-
tration parameter α:
ps ∼ Dir(α). (4)
This procedure ensures that speakers and environments are
not independent, i.e.
p(s|n) 6= p(s), p(n|s) 6= p(n) ∀s, n, (5)
such that both speaker and environment i-vectors do not see an
even balance of the other factor.
For α < 1.0, the distributions will be highly peaked, while
α = 1 gives a flat Dirichlet distribution, effectively an 18-
dimensional uniform simplex. In the limit where α → ∞,
each distribution will be near-uniform. We chose α = 0.75
as a reasonable compromise, i.e. each speaker is seen in several
environments, but the distributions are clearly non-uniform.
The i-vectors are obtained as typical in Kaldi (e.g. [16]),
with online and offline extraction for training and test data, re-
spectively. Specifically, to obtain a suitable variety of i-vectors
during training, we split each speaker (or environment) into
sub-speakers with a maximum of two utterances for each sub-
speaker. i-vectors were then extracted in an online fashion using
only frames prior to the current frame within a sub-speaker. For
our setup this means that the training time i-vectors will effec-
tively represent joint speaker-environment transforms. During
decoding we estimated the i-vectors in an offline fashion for
higher quality i-vectors. Normally this is split into subspeakers
with 60 seconds minimum per speaker, but for more easily in-
terpretable results we extracted a single i-vector across all the
data for a given speaker or environment.
In the final experiment (Section 4.3) we address the situa-
tion where speaker and environment i-vectors are extracted in
mismatched conditions, e.g. when adaptation data is unavail-
able. Specifically, we consider i-vectors extracted for a speaker
in a single mismatched environment, or vice versa. To obtain
results that are not biased towards particular environments we
use test sets with an even balance of environments. The proce-
dure for i-vector extraction is then as follows: For each possible
speaker and environment combination, (s ∈ S, n ∈ Ns), where
Ns denotes the environments that have occurred with speaker s,
we hold out each pair in turn. The speaker i-vector for the held-
out pair is then determined by extracting an i-vector from the
speaker seen in a different environment, e.g. λs,n′ where n′
is chosen such that n′ ∈ Ns and n′ 6= n. Similarly, for the
environment vector, we extract an i-vector λs′,n, where s′ is
chosen such that s′ ∈ Sn and s′ 6= s. The i-vectors will now
also contain information from s′ and n′. The idea is then to fac-
torise these vectors by generating bottleneck features using the
multicondition networks, denoted by f{spk,env}(·):
fspk(λs,n′) ≈ λs
fenv(λs′,n) ≈ λn
(6)
We trained Hidden Markov Model (HMM) - Gaussian Mix-
ture Model (GMM) acoustic models with the Kaldi toolkit [17]
and hybrid neural (NN) network models with nnet3 package,
using the standard WSJ recipe. Specifically, we trained mono-
phone and triphone models on top of 13 mel-frequency cepstral
coefficients (MFCCs) with delta and double deltas. We then
trained on 40-dimensional features transformed with Linear
Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and Maximum Likelihood Lin-
ear Transform (MLLT). Finally, we carried out speaker adaptive
training with CMLLR.
We trained 6-layer time-delay feedforward neural networks
[16] with p-norm activations [18] (p = 2) and input and
output dimensions set to 2000 and 250, respectively. The
splice indices were -4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4 0 -2,2
0 -4,4 0. We trained with an initial learning rate set to
0.005, which was reduced exponentially to a tenth of the orig-
inal rate over 8 epochs. The i-vectors were concatenated with
the features for each frame using an i-vector period of 10.
For the bottleneck features we trained independent multi-
condition networks for speaker and environment classification,
where each network had 282 or 18 output classes, respectively.
The networks have three 500-dimensional layers with the ex-
ception of middle bottleneck layers the size of the original i-
vectors (i.e. the input dimension). We used ReLU activations
[19] and trained with RMSProp using the Keras deep learning
toolkit [20]. We held out a random subset of 10% as valida-
tion data and used early stopping with a patience of 2. After
training, we passed the i-vectors through the network to extract
bottleneck features. We then trained acoustic models as above
using the bottleneck features in place of the i-vectors.
4. Results
Table 2 shows baseline results training with clean data and test-
ing on clean and perturbed test sets. Unsurprisingly, when the
training and test conditions are not matched, the WERs are sig-
nificantly higher. Training on matched, perturbed data signifi-
cantly reduces errors on the perturbed test sets, as shown in Ta-
ble 3. This is particularly evident for the neural network models,
where the WERs on the perturbed sets drop by up to 62% rela-
tive, while increasing WERs on the non-perturbed sets by about
10%, or 1% absolute.
Table 2: Baseline results WER (%) from models trained on WSJ.
Test sets postfixed with d are noisy versions.
Model dev93 eval92 dev93d eval92d
GMM 12.06 7.76 49.25 42.96
NN 10.36 6.72 48.17 41.52
Table 3: Baseline results WER (%) from models trained on
WSJ+DEMAND. Test sets postfixed with d are noisy versions.
Model dev93 eval92 dev93d eval92d
GMM 13.52 9.50 32.77 25.09
NN 11.38 7.81 22.70 15.95
4.1. Multi-condition training
To confirm that the respective conditions are indeed factored
out, we performed classification experiments on the original
i-vectors and the (factorised) bottleneck features. These used
networks with the same architectures and training procedure as
above, but with 500 units in each hidden layer. Table 4 shows
classification accuracies on held-out data. As shown in the first
two rows, the original i-vectors (iv) contain a large amount of
information about the opposite classes. In contrast, when train-
ing on top of the extracted bottleneck features (bn-iv), we ob-
serve large drops in accuracies. The differences in accuracies
between the speaker and environment vectors may be due to the
large difference in the number of speakers and environments
(282 and 18, respectively). Crucially, the factorised representa-
tions still classify their respective classes with high accuracies.
Figure 2 visualises the effect on the speaker i-vectors using t-
SNE [21]. The original speaker i-vectors cluster into environ-
ments, whereas there is no evident clustering with the bottle-
neck features.
Table 4: Classification validation accuracy (%) from 100 di-
mensional vectors to speaker or environment categories on a
held-out evaluation set.
Features Spk-class Env-class
iv spk 85.9 97.4
iv env 69.6 99.2
bn-iv spk 84.3 41.2
bn-iv env 6.4 99.3
Figure 2: t-SNE [21] of 1000 sampled 30-dimensional speaker
i-vectors, before (left) and after (right) factorising the i-vectors.
The colours indicate the 18 environments in the data. The loss
of evident clustering shows that the bottleneck features have lost
information about the environments.
4.2. Results with bottleneck features
The results for using bottleneck features are shown in Table 5.
When we rely solely on speaker or environment i-vectors, the
use of the factorised bottleneck features provide about 12% rela-
tive reduction in WER on dev93d with 100-dimensional speaker
i-vectors. Similarly, factorising the environment i-vectors re-
duces WER on eval92d by roughly 5.5% relative. It is interest-
ing to note that reducing the speaker i-vector dimension to 30
improves WERs in the non-factorised case. The smaller dimen-
sion may lead to implicit factorisation.
When concatenating speaker and environment i-vectors we
observe the opposite: the bottleneck features generally yield in-
creases in WER. The non-factorised, 100 dimensional i-vectors
provide the lowest WERs, whereas the lower dimensional i-
vectors or the bottleneck features yield higher WERs. This may
be because the non-factorised vectors can make use of correla-
tions between speakers and environments during training, and
because each target combination is present in the data.
Table 5: i-vector WER (%) results on WSJ+DEMAND with per-
turbed test sets (dev93d / eval92d). Speaker vector sizes are
provided in parentheses.
Features Spk Env Spk+Env
iv (100) 23.27 / 16.59 23.21 / 16.27 20.39 / 13.50
iv (30) 22.89 / 15.20 - / - 20.18 / 14.44
bn-iv (100) 20.34 / 14.46 22.48 / 15.36 20.08 / 14.85
bn-iv (30) 21.02 / 14.94 - / - 20.85 / 14.71
We investigated the sparsity of the vectors and observed a
drop in the average number of nonzero elements, or L0 “norm”
(
P
i |xi|0, where 00 ≡ 0). The 100-dimensional speaker bottle-
neck features had an average norm of 32.1 on the development
set, yet only 5 units were consistently turned off. This suggests
that the learned, factorised representations are still making use
of the majority of the dimensions, but only about a third at any
one time, perhaps improving the match at test time.
4.3. Results for unseen combinations
For this experiment we address the situation when joint adapta-
tion data is not available, but we instead reuse transforms esti-
mated in a single, mismatched condition. The results are shown
in Table 6. Previously, concatenating speaker and environment
vectors did not produce improvements in WERs with the bottle-
neck features (Table 5). This situation is now reversed, with up
to 5% relative improvements. This is possibly because there is
no longer any implicit averaging across environments or speak-
ers, and because the true, joint combination is not present. The
improvements when using only speaker or environment features
are also more pronounced, with up to 21% relative for 100-
dimensional speaker i-vectors and 14-17% relative for the en-
vironment i-vectors. There is now no possibility of implicit fac-
torisation since the i-vectors are estimated in combination with
exactly one mismatched condition. The results clearly demon-
strate the requirement for factorisation when each factor has
been estimated in strongly mismatched conditions.
Table 6: Heldout experiments. i-vector WER (%) results on
WSJ+DEMAND with perturbed test sets (dev93d / eval92d)
with an equal distribution of environments for each speaker.
Speaker vector sizes are given in parentheses.
Features Spk Env Spk+Env
iv (100) 25.21 / 17.26 25.47 / 19.03 21.12 / 14.48
iv (30) 24.71 / 17.19 - / - 21.29 / 15.33
bn-iv (100) 19.88 / 14.44 21.71 / 15.68 20.06 / 14.32
bn-iv (30) 19.71 / 14.80 - / - 19.57 / 14.19
5. Conclusions
We have demonstrated the possibility of factorising i-vectors us-
ing multicondition neural networks. Classification experiments
on the (factorised) bottleneck features showed that information
about the nuisance factor had been significantly reduced, while
maintaining information about the class of interest. For speaker
i-vectors we have shown up to roughly 12% relative improve-
ments when the target environment is unknown or 5% when the
target speaker is unknown. When adaptation data is unavailable
and we reuse transforms extracted in mismatched conditions,
we observe up to 21% relative improvements. A clear disad-
vantage with the presented approach is that we lose correlations
between known speaker and environment combinations at train-
ing time, yielding lower frame accuracy. This is reflected in
the WERs when using both speaker and environment i-vectors
(Spk+Env). In future work we would like to investigate the
speaker adaptive i-vector approach presented by Miao et al. [22]
which might help mitigate this effect. Another limitation is that
there is no explicit drive towards removing a factor from the bot-
tleneck features: we are relying on this implicitly in the multi-
condition networks. Other architectures could embody this ex-
plicitly, through for example adversarial learning. Finally, we
would like to perform experiments on more realistic data such
as the Multi-Genre Broadcast corpus [23].
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